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Planetary Laboratory, University of Arizona, Tucson, AZ 85721, "~nrico Fermi 
Institute, University of Chicago, Chicago, IL 60637 

Study of nonmarine K/T boundary sections establishes that the 
characteristics of the K/T boundary layers, which are probably impact- 
derived, are not the result of marine processes such as derivation from 
seawater. Many nonmarine sections have coal seams intimately associated with 
the boundary clay layers; unfortunately, the juxtapositioning of coal inhibits 
some studies and confuses interpretations of others. The Raton K/T section is 
one of the few where the boundary clays are separated from coal (see 
stratigraphic column) so we undertook detailed geochemical and carbon phase - 
investigations on samples collected by A.R.H. 

Instrumental neutron activation analyses show typical dispersed 
siderophile element (Au,Ir,Re,Co) anomalies, generally peaking in the 3 mm 
fireball layer. Both the fireball layer and the underlying 13 mm ejecta layer 
show depleted lithophile element (REE,Cs,Rb,Sr) abundances, although these 
elements have also been variably affected by geochemical dispersion relative 
to more pristinessites. Most significantly, chalcophile element (As,Sb,Se) 
anomalies are associated with the layers. Chalcophile anomalies in marine K/T 
sections are often attributed to secondary processes such as deposition from 
seawater (e.g. 1). Chalcophile concentrations and ratios in the nonmarine 
Raton section are similar to those found in marine sections. Chalcophiles are 
approximately one order of magnitude above background; similar anomalies occur 
in the nonmarine Dogie Creek, Wyoming section, where the boundary layers are 
also separated from coal (2). Arsenic, Sb, and Se occur in mantle ratios and 
the anomalies may have been produced by impact-induced mantle outgassing (3). 

The ejecta and fireball layers also show a Hg abundance anomaly. Mercury 
anomalies have not been reported from marine sections. This Hg anomaly may be 
the result of acid rain leaching as predicted by Prinn and Fegley (4). 

A suite of samples were demineralized and carbonaceous residues isolated. 
The smples were etched so any elemental carbon present could be analyzed. 
Carbon is depleted in the ejecta layer, but is -30x more abundant in the 
fireball layer. Soot was found, peaking in the fireball layer, although in 
smaller concentrations than in the marine sites studied so far (5). The soot 
is somewhat dispersed, also occurring in the samples immediately adjacent to 
the boundary clay layers. Total C and kerogen become -1.5blighter across the 
boundary, returning to Cretaceous values at '15 cm above the boundary (see 
carbon profiles). Etched C becomes -4%@lighter across the boundary before 
returning to Cretaceous values. Soot does not comprise the bulk of the etched 
carbon. The magnitude of the difference in isotopic shifts at the boundary 
between etched and kerogen C implies that at least two co onents occur at "P this site which differ isotopically and chemically. The 6 3~ change of the 
etched material is the best evidence that the change at the boundary 
represents an influx of C from a different source. 

R.F. Fleming has observed a fern spore abundance anomaly in the interval 
0 to 3 cm above the K/T boundary claystones in the Raton section (6). 

Finally the discovery of soot associated with the fireball layer strongly 
supports the interpretation of this layer as the precise stratigraphic 
equivalent of the -3 mm basal K/T layer as found globally in marine sections. 
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